
Emergency Procedures Course Evaluation (2 day)

[Calgary, Alberta] - [April 25-26, 2015]

Designation:    ND: 18     MD:    0   RN:    2      

Excellent Very Good Fair Poor Very
Good Poor

1. The facility as a whole was 8 8 2 0 0 0

2. The comfort level in the facility was 9 6 3 0 0 0

3. The course as a whole was 7 10 1 0 0 0

4. The course content was 9 9 0 0 0 0

5. The instructor's contribution was 12 6 0 0 0 0

6. The effectiveness in teaching was 10 8 0 0 0 0

7. Course organization was 9 6 3 0 0 0

8. Clarity of instructor's voice was 14 4 0 0 0 0

9. Explanations were 10 5 3 0 0 0

10. Use of examples and illustrations were 11 5 1 0 0 0

11. Confidence in instructor's knowledge was 15 3 0 0 0 0

12. Qualities of problems raised were 10 8 0 0 0 0

13. Instructor's enthusiasm was 12 5 1 0 0 0

14. Encouragement to express your thoughts was 15 3 0 0 0 0

15. Answers to your questions were 12 5 1 0 0 0

16. Availability of extra help when needed was 16 2 0 0 0 0

17. Use of class time was 13 3 2 0 0 0

18. Opportunity for practicing what was learned 15 2 0 0 0 0

19. Amount you learned in the course was 12 4 2 0 0 0

20. Relevance and usefulness of course was 14 3 1 0 0 0

21. Clarity of your responsibilities was 11 7 0 0 0 0

22. Usefulness of Emergency Chart was: 16 2 0 0 0 0

23. Explanation of the chart was 15 3 0 0 0 0

TOTALS 275 117 20 0 0 0



Yes No

Did you feel confident using IV Therapies before the course? 9 9

Do you feel more confident using IV Therapies after the course?          18 0

Will you be using IV Therapies in the future? 18 0

Would you recommend this course to other ND's? 18 0
Have you used IV therapies in your practice prior to coming here?       9 9

0-2 years 2-5 years 5 + years

If yes how long have you been using IV's in your practice?        2 2 6
How long have you been a licensed professional? 7 3 7

Yes.

A V.G. course

Role playing was great, lots of time to discuss and ask questions in small groups. 

Being prepared for an emergency is something we lack in our education so this course comes highly recommended for content. Role playing - instructors knowledge

Great overview & repetition & resources. Brings light to possible problems & rates of problems. Instructors were great - very personable & knowledgeable.

Very practical & hands on

Would recommend because of small course size, lots of opportunity to roll play

Good in depth

Recommend because gives us more info to be able to safely administer IVs & injection

The course was well organized. The practice scenarios give training and appreciation for real life emergency events.

Very practiced. Much better than amls!! ND relevant.

Good role playing. Real life scenarios. Very beneficial for practicing any restricted activity. More confidence and knowledge.

Yes. I would recommend it. 

I like the repetition (i.e. of golden rules)

Why would you recommend/not recommend this course?

Chart was very helpful. Instructors were very knowledgeable & brought great clinical experience in addtion to course material. Content was clear, concise. Changing instructor 

kept course content dynamic not depending on lecture style learning.

Maybe develop more algorythms for certain conditions.

A short refresher course would be better

Font size on handouts and chart - difficult to read for people with low vision issues

Better set schedule - could have planned my days better if I'd known we were out early.

We spent a lot less time than was set out. For only 1.5 days the price is a lot. There should be a shorter version for re-certification.

Add a couple blank pages for notes in the book. Any medication used for an intervension possible add a page in the book that describes dose to use, concentration, admin rate.

Course notes & chart should match up. Roll play scenarios should be more specific about the case details to better replicate situation. Some inconsistency in information. More 

involved roll playing & in an IV clinic setting would really help with roll play quality. Incorporation of IV emerg with actual IV insertion & monitoring.

What would you change about this course?

Add rate of pushes (fast push, 1 ml/min) for clarity

Food was great! More hot H20.

Nothing

Nothing

More clinical experience examples perhaps as part of the slides

Scenarios could have been better, more explanation

Ab. Required content spent a lot of time on injection therapy section which applies to a small percentage of claim - interesting but perhaps shorter. 



Would you like to take further courses given by Michael A. Prytula ND?  Yes Maybe  No

14 0 0

 E. A. T. (Eliminate Allergy Technique) 7

 M. E. T. (Microorganism Elimination Technique) 5

 M. R. T. (Mental Reprogramming Techniques) 3

 IV OZONE 11

 IV CHELATION 10
 CHEMICAL DETOX 7

Is there a topic NOT listed that you would like to see a workshop given for? Yes No

6 3

Injection course.

Advanced IV Therapeutics - use of botanicals etc! That would be great

IV - newer substances used from experience NDs ie. botanicals, alpha lipoic acid, etc. I was trained in '98 in IV and am not confident 

to use some of these substances before hearing about other's experiences.

A summary course giving us our hours in 03/chelation/neural/prolo/prp/etc.

Prolo - Neural Therapy - PRP

Prolozone therapy.

If YES please specify:

What course(s) would you be interested in attending?            Please check ALL that apply:


